
Training for leaders...
Success and challenges of UK schools
Just Great Teaching is inspired by Ross’s work with 300 schools and colleges across the world.
Using a macro-lens to understand what successes and challenges all schools face, Ross provides
a helpful overview to allow leaders to evaluate where they sit within the profession.

Leadership matters
All schools and colleges face the same challenges, but how they
deal with them will be unique to their own context. There are some
approaches all organisations can apply, regardless of context.
The crux: It’s not what you do, but how you do it that matters.

Strengthening organisational links
This research-based training will show leaders how to take action,
zooming in on quality assurance processes for appraisal, action
research, observations, as well as learning some new academic
frameworks. Ten key aspects of school life can be delivered...

Delivery
1. Audience: School leaders
2. Delivery: Keynote or ½ day (3hrs)
3. Book + Resources + Certificate
4. Longer-term programme available

Book Now
Email: Sales@TeacherToolkit.co.uk

“I was immediately struck by Ross’ no-nonsense, practical advice and superb style of delivery …
even my two deputies were engrossed!”

Emma Bryson, Headteacher, St. John’s School, Cyprus

www.TeacherToolkit.co.uk/Training
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More training for leaders...
Growing great teachers
We know that coaching and developing teachers by observation can be transformational, but
how it is applied in schools and colleges is a hit and miss. Alongside the stigma and myths
associated with coaching and lesson observations, implementing quality conversations across an
organisation is a significant challenge.

Research-informed practice
We know the quality of teaching matters more than anything
else. We also know that people need to be understood in
order to develop their true potential; to be supported and
challenged within a trusted relationship.

Developing reliable evaluation methods
Using Ross’s leadership experience and doctoral research, this training will provide a timeline for
implementation across your organisation, as well as some critical tools all school leaders can
introduce for appraisal, observations and research-informed practice to make meaningful
conversations the heart of your organisation's pedagogy.

Delivery
1. Audience: All leaders
2. Delivery: 1-day (5hrs)
3. Longer-term programme recommended

Book Now
Email: Sales@TeacherToolkit.co.uk

“Ross has a very powerful way of cutting through the bureaucracy that can and very
often does, take teachers under!”

Kate Bradley, Head of boarding senior school, La Garenne, Switzerland
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